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2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

The Commission meets this afternoon to hear a

The meeting will come to order.

4 briefing from the staff on draft reports on accident source
5 term assumptions.

These matters were generated some time·

6-ago by the observation from several quarters that experience
7 in accidents seemed to.suggest that the standards accident

8'source· term assumptions were perhaps unduly pessimistic, and
9"that we ought to.take a· loo·k at those things again.
Th~

10.

staff was then asked to carry out an·

1-1 examination of what is around in the literature.

12 produced some draft report.
13·

They

The staff was on a fairly short

time-leashr which mai· have had some effect on outcomes and

14 so on.

Denny, you are holding. the center position at the

15
16

tabie, so let me turn to you and ask you to introduce the

17 subject and go ahead with the briefing •.

Yes, sir.

18

!!B •.. ROSS:

19

We prepared and sent down an information report,

-20 dated April. 15, .1981, under the title SECY-81-240, which
21 verybriefly summarizes both the documents, NUBEG-0771 and
22 NUREG-0772.

23

What we had intended to do this afternoon in the

24 approximate hour and a half schedule is to have three
25 speakers.

The first speaker will be Mel

Silberburg~

who
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.

3

1 will discuss the longer technical bases report.

We estimate

2 that this will take about half of the time.
The remaining half will be divided into-halves

3

4 again, to discuss the companion report on regulatory impact
5 of NUBEG-0771.

The first speaker to speak on that will be
th~

6 Walt Pasedac from NRRr and
1·

last speaker in the

presentation will be·. Roger Bl.end of the Off ice· of Research.

8 Boger was one of the co-authors of the 0771 report.
g:

As questions come up, it may be that any of these

10.threa gentlemen would be the appropriate respondee.

So ve

11 are· proceed th~f way~ if that is all right with the
12 Commission.
HENDRIE~

13

CHAIBMAW

14

MB. ROSS&

15

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE'

Ok.y, Denny.

Mel will proceed.
Feel free to. speak_ vigorously,

16 Mel.
17

MR. SILBEBBURGl

18

Draft NUBEG-0772 was prepared by three of our

First slide please.

19 major contractors in this area, Battelle-Columbus
20 Laboratory, Oak Ridge, and the Sandia National Laboratory,
21

alon~

with some of the staff from NRC -- in research

22 particularly Mr. Richard Sherry, Mark Cunninqham, and
23 Charles Kelber, in NRR, Walt Pasedac.
24

Next slide please.

25

In meeting the objectives shown on.the slide,
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4

1 there arg the- three major accomplishments that we feel came
2 out of the study -- two came out of the study.

The first

3 one was that we were able- to respond with a very short
4;turn-around time, and we were able to do this- because we had
5 a research program irr place, and the researchers

.6ltnovledqeable in these areas to be able to do.this in that
T. kind. of a time sche.dule •.

8

The :;eport provides a summary of our state· of

9-. knowledge at this point,_ and __ puts it together in one1 place.

10

Finally, and perhaps most important, the report

11 provides bases and a framework for developing accident
12: source terms in the regulatory process,. a.nd you will hear
13. about that later.
14,

Als~

very important is that i t

15 for the research programs.

pro~ides ~

focus

As you will hear later, this

16 document we· feel is a major planning tool for our research
17 program.
18

Next slide please.

19

The technical issues which provide the background

20 for. the· report are shown on the next slide.

As you might

21' recall,- there were four.
22

· The first issue had to do with the chemical form

23 of radio iodine under accident conditions -- is it cesium
24 iodide with its properties, or is it elemental iodine?
25

The second issue dealt with, if indeed it was
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5
1 cesium iodide and not elemental iodine, would this mean that

2 th• iodine release was perhaps over estimated, and possibly
3 by orders of magnitude.
Third,. if indeed it were cesium iodide, would the

4

5

~s

6 than_

be effective for the actual iodine behavior, rather '
elemental.iodine~

Finally, are. the source terms,. ·namely, the aerosol

7

8 source terms· which. i:nclude- all: of the fission products tha.t
9' were-· used in past risk evaluations, .perhaps one to two

10 orders of

magni~ude

greater.than that which might be

11 realistic fo.r coremelt accidents •.

12

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE'

What is ASF?

13

MB •.. SILBERBURG:

14

The next slide please.

15

The technical scope of our-studies described in

Accident Safety Features.

16 the.report ·included accident sequences and then a number of
17 areas which if one were to trace the sequence of an accident
18 of fission product. released. in transport through the system,·

19 one.would.be going from release from the fuel in the

core~

20 associated chemistry ~nvo1ved at that point, transport in
2~

the reactor cooling system, transport in containment,

22 through containment, and then the consideration of how the
23 engineered safety

~eatures

would perform under these

24 conditions.
25

Under accident sequences, we chose accident

'
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1· sequences of the following type:
2

rele~ses

We started with very low

at terminated LOCAs to various degraded core

3 accidents,.such as TKI II, such as partial melted accidents
4 where the accident was then terminated, and finally

the

5· coreme1 t accidents that are considered traditionally-' in
6

WASH~1400,

typically the ones that dominate risk.
I

7

want to·point out that as one 1;races through

8 these various
-~performed

area~,

in a number of cases we actually

calculations and studies.that went beyond what.was

10 the state-of-the-art at that time.

A number of additional

11 studies were done specially for the report that went just
12 beyond the data base, using the calculational tools that we
13 .. have-.
I

14·

also want to point out that

ev~n

though there

15 appears to be a lot of time spent on the chemistry of cesium
16.iodide, probably because one knows more about those than the
H

other. fission products.,, we nevertheless dealt with the other

18 fission products in terms of the aerosols, which is when the

19 solid fission products would be likely to behave during any
20 accident sequence as we move out.

So, again# I

just want to

21 note that to that extent the other fission products

we~e

22 covered.
23

Next slide please.

24

A number of people looking at the report at a

25

qui~k

glance and perhaps others might be led to believe that
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1 aqain most of the calculations represent a repeat of
2.WASH-1400.
Again, I want to note that this was not the case,

3

4 a. shown in this slide, from thermal hydraulics to fission
5 product release estimates from melting fuel and fission
6 product.transport in the various systems, the report
T represents a significant extension beyond WASH-1400
a~

methodology,, not only in data base· relative to aerosols, but·

9·certainly in

th~meth6dology

that

w~s

used.

Although, as

10. you· vi11 see· later, . I certainly do not want to leave the·
11· impression tha·t· the: methodology is· by any means at this

12:. point fully developed or

v~rified

\

•.

The· next slide please.
The first summary of our major findings on this

14

15 slide pertain to.findings and conclusions relative to the
16 chemical of

iodin~

and how i t might impact iodine release.

17 We found that we.would expect, based on the studies, that
18 cesium iodide· as we moved away from the core to the primary
19

sys~em,

towards the containment, that the conditions

20 attendant to the accident, based on chemical thermo dynamic
21 calculat·ions, cesium iodide would be expected under those
22 conditions.
23

We then proceeded from that point and looked at

24- how cesium iodide and iodine might behave when one now took
25:into account that

part~cular

fact and looked at a variety of
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1 accident sequences.
If ·the transport is through a water bounded

2

3 primary system, basical.ly like the TMI II, we

~woul.d

4 very low iodine rel.eases regardless of the form.

expect

In either

5 easer one vould expect a low release.
We found.that for some· severe accident, there

6

7 would be· a:.. high retention in· the primary system for·. cesiu!ll

a

iodide and,. hence, a low release of iodine into the

9-. c:on tainment •.
10

For other sequences,. our calculational procedures

11 f·ound no difference.

I want to point out,· particularly. here

12 and lrr thw next slide, that there are large uncertainties

i~

13 the calcul.ational procedures that are being used here,. in
14 the calcul.ational models.

So some ·of these effects may

15 indeed be masked by that, but it is that area that is one of
16 the major subjects of our fission products research
17 program.
18

CHAIRM·AN HENDRIE'

What sequences would you say

19 don't affect the retention?
20

KR. SILBERBURG&

The sequences here where the

21 temperatures of the primary system surfaces are high,

hi~her

22 than other sequences, perhaps like TMLB prime.
23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

You are talking about fuel

24 temperatures?
25

MR. SILBERBURG;

Primarily surface temperatures. _
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1 In other.words, as we move away from the core, looking at
2 opportunities for the cesium iodide, because of its low
3 volatility, to deposit· in the primary system, away from the
4 core and in the primary system.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5

Those have to be dry sequences,

6 don't they?

MR~

9

Yes.

!!R ., SILBERBUR G.::

7

fb~ PWR~

the

ROSS:.

The sequence that Mel just mentioned

pr~mary

system.would be boiling dry

10 intermittently through the' relief valve, and the primary
11 pressure would be oscillating between 2400 and 2500 pounds,

-\

12 depending on the system.

There would be a lot of core

13> damage· as the liquid ieve1.· boiled down passed the. top of the
14 active f.uel •.
15

So there would be· a lot of fuel damage where the
I

16 onl.y thing above. the fuel to the rel.ease point would be
17 vapor, super-heated vapor..

Under those conditions, I would

1asay the metal temperatures would be around 600 degrees
19 Fahrenheit, give or take a bit, depending on what the
20 super-heat temperature was.
21

If yoQ

follo~

that sequence far enough, ther• is a

22 point where the uiei t would drop into the vessel and· on down
23 to the

vessel~

but there would be substantial failed fuel

24 while the primary.metal surfaces were stil.l hot.

But then

25 once the vessel fail.s, there would be a big decompression

-
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1 and an.influx of cold water from the core flooding tank.

2

system~

I think i t would be dependent on before or
t~o

3 vessel.failure, you would qet
4:.

~fter

different answers.

But that definitely· would be ·a dry release except

5 for steam.

CO!MISSIONER GitINSKY:

6

1the size of these two classes?

a

Do you have any sens& for
Is one significantly smaller-

than.the other, or do you regard them as in some sense

9' comparable?

·!IR •. BLONDi

10

From a very cursory analysis, and· this

11 at this point woul.d:. have to go into much more detail, but
12 from a very.' cursory analysis, there are still sequences·
13

which give very large releases and the probabilities are-not

1~-

significantly modifi.ed- f·rom what our previous. practice would

15.

be •.

16"

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

17

!R. BLOND:

18

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Of the basis of what?
I

Of groupings of accidents.
On the basis of calculations as

19 done for this study.

20

MR. BLOND:

Yes.

21

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

What is i t that is not

22 modified?
23

MR.

BLOND~

The probabilities associated with

24 var.ious.categories or·melts of radioactive material which
25 could be released.
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COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

1

Looking at all sequences

2 in.the aggregate?
3

MR. BLOND;

Yes.

·4

COPIMISSIONER GILINSKY ::

Some have moved up, and

5 others have moved down, or perhaps some have moved down, but
6 i t did. not affect the total. significantly?
7

MR •. BLOND i:

8·

COMMISSIONER

9

Let me· ask one more question..

10 there

vasn~t

11 becaus~e

13·

BLOND~

This is because

There are still dominant sequences

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You are saying, it

wo~ld

have. to be· in sequence three?

Yes.

MR. BLOND:

17

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

You are saying that those

sequences in tha.t third category, there are still some --

MR. BLOND:

19

20 probabilities..
~

see.

there are other radioactive --

16

18

I

which just have not been im·pacted •.

14
15

GILINSKY~

much.change to the iodine calculations, or

MR.

12

Not signif·icantly •.

But,

that has been.taken.

Which ar& dominant in.terms of the
ag~in,

this is a very preliminary look

It will be design dependent in many

22 ways.

23

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY;

Let me ask you this.

What

24 if iodine were removed from the problem entirely, what would
25 be the effect?
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12
MR. BLOND:

We do have a slide on

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :.

MR. BLOND:

that~

Okay, we can wait for

We can bring it up-now, if you would

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Why don't we get to i t

dur~ng

7 the course of the presentation?

8

MB"•. BLOND:-

Okay.

9

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

. If we get too far a·f.ield. here,

10. we wi11 1ose . the thread of Mel• s discussion.
11

MR~ SILBERBURG~

The

f~nal

point here is that if

12'. retention in· the reactor coolant system were not influenced
13 by chemical. form·,. then we were. just dea·ling with how i t
14 behaved in conta·inment, then for early containment failure
15 type.risk

dominan~

sequences, again we would expect no

16 dif£eience because cesium iodide now being a solid and
17 working along with the other aerosols, there is not enough
18

ti~e·for

early containment failure sequences to allow the

19 cesium iodide to be removed by the aerosol.
20

In other words,

aero~ols,.

you need lots of them

21 but. you also. need time,. and partic1:Jlarly when you get. into
22 the larger the building, the longer the time, so the larger
23 the space.
24

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

ihy do you assume the cesium

25.iodide is in aerosol form in the containment?
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'

MR. SILBERBUBG;

1

The temperature in the

2 containment is low enoughr compared with the vapor pressure
3 of cesium iodide, it should be in a condensed state at that

4 point.

It.~hould

be a solid at that pointb

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

5
~very

Yes, but that suggests to me

rapid-plating_ out on the assorted large surface area at

Tlover~temperature

in the containment, rather than al1 of.it

8 simply magica-lly becoming aerosol..

KR. SILBERBURG:

The competing process. of plate·

10 out is certainly therer but it turns out, again because of

11'- the large surface, to: v.olume ratios involved for the building,
1~versus.
13~

the aerosolr it would prefer to go to the aerosols if

there are,- enough of them th-ere.

1~

CHAIRMAN HENDRI~:

15

!!'R •.

1~ surfaces~

large enough,aerosol concentrations for the cesium

SILBERBURG:

Enough of what?
If there are enough aerosol

17 iodide to deposit, to agglomerate along with· the other

18 solids.
19.

We h'.ave had calculations that have shown that if

you wait for. plating on surfaces, it is generally much

20 slower· than the nominal aerosol regime that we are dealing
21: vi th. here.

22.·

COMMISSIONER

23

MR. SILBERBURG:

24

This is quite a background in that aspect of the

AHEARNE~

There are experiments?

Yes.

25 problem.
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·e

1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You have experiments with

2 cesium iodide in that temperature?
3

MR. SILBERBURG:

Not with cesium iodide, not yet;

4 but other-aerosols that would behave similarly, .just looking
5 at aerosol physics in general.

The experiments that you are

6 discussing are those that remain to be done, but they
7 certainly are important.

For example, we have. seen that

8 with sodium iodide.
9

Let. me move on to. the next slide,. which deals. with

10.a summary of findings.that are related to aerosol behavior,
11 which was the third background issue.
12

Here, again,. we find that certain accident

13 sequences that were stu_died in the reactor safety study,
14 indeed may have been· overestimated, that is, the release· of
15 fission products and, hence, the source term may have been
16 overestimated because of additional attenuation within the
17 primary system.
18

Again, I want to point out that this was a very

19 preliminary calculation done late in the study, using some
20 of our aerosol tools.

But there are large uncertainties

21.here;because the methodology that we
, are developitig for the
22 primary reactor coolant· system has to couple the aerosol
23.models and thermo-hydraulics and other physical properties
24 together.

This is currently.in· process, or currently

25 starting.
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We made, if you will, some artificial calculations

1

2 to see, what if we had .lots of aerosols and lots of time or

3 little time in the primary system, and we get two different
4 results·.

One, namely,. where the steam flow rates are low,

5 there is.high residence' times and.high· aerosol
6 concentrations in the primary system, likely to· get
7 qlomeration ,._ larger particle growths and settling. in the
8

system~.

Ia-those sequences wher& the residence times are

9

1G low, agairr this very simplified calculation would indicate
1~

that there.would be no or little retention of aerosols, and

12 under those. circumstances, for those sequences, we

would~

13 find that. they· generally agree. with the Reactor. Safety Study
14 estimates.
Finally, I

15

think. it is important to point out that

16 £pr-those conditions where the containment is intact, and
17 the containment engineered safety features are operational
18.like the sprays, we would expect extremely high attenuation
19 factors, indeed greater than 10 to the 5th for severe
20 accidents.

21

The next slide please.

22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

.

Is i t clear that the same is

.

23 not.the case where containment leakage is going on?
24 Containment failures come in varibus forms, but the likely
25 ones are the development of leakage paths through open
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1 cracking in concrete and tears in ·1iners.

So that the

2 leakage paths themselves are not big holes but rather.
3 probably a substantial number of fairly narrow apertures•·
~think

I

in that kind of case, you once· more get pretty high

5 attentua tion factors.
6'

MR.· ROSSi:

T

l!R. SILBERBURGi~

Yes.
For those conditions, we· vould. ·

a expect high attenuation factors..

Defining· those conditions

9: is· related to . the subject that we . ref er . to·: later as
10 containment failure modes, and some· work is going now.in.the
11' research program. just started.

That isr if one can define the failure modes and

12.

1&get some feelirtg

for-thos~

in terms-of containment response

14 and locations, then one· may be able to take credit for the
15' leakage path attentuations that you refer to..

But. this,

16 again, is in the verr earlr stage because of the

~ifficulty

17 iA defining just how big was the break for containment
18 failure.
On the neit slide, we find a summary of the major

19

20 areas of uncertainty and limitations in both the data base
~and.the

methodology.

Many of them we.have already referred

22 to in the discussion tod·ay.
These same areas of uncertain and limitations are

23

24 the same areas that are now being addressed in our research
25

pr~gram

and being given emphasis.

There are some other
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1 areas.

For example, the effect of suppression pools on

2 trapping, we think that is another very important area.
We have been having discussions with the General

3

4 Electric people, and they indicated that they may· wish to do
5 some work in this ar·ea, but this is still at an earl.y
6

Again, we would certainly encourage that type of

stage~

7 work.

·That is another area where potentially large aerosol

8 attenuation could occur.
Again,. I have noted here containment failure.modes

9

10 which was a question that you raised.
The follow-on studies that we have identified from

11
12~

the report and the review of the report, the ones shown.

1ahere, by

near~term

we mean that we expect that we can get

14 them done within the 12 to 18 months, in a timeframe that is
15 consistent with and responsive to the early phases of the
16 rulemaking process.
17

What we will be doing is updating the source term

18 estimates for a range of accident sequences in trying to
19 define the level of uncertainty.

What we will be doing is

20 coupling the analysis as best we can with the tools
21 available, while the research program is ongoing, trying to
22 improve these tools, starting with release from the fuel,
23.working down to the primary system, and into the containment
24 -- what we call the coupled analysis -- so that we will have
25 vhat we think is ·a best estimate to this· point.
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We- did not_ have sufficient time during the course

.1

2 and the timeframe of the study to do that coupled analysis,
3 but. we believe that it is very significant •.
CO!MISSIONEB AHEARNE;

4

Mel, you used the phrase

5 just now, and it is in.the SECY paper, "in a timeframe
6 consistent with the rulemaking schedules."

Could· you be

7 more specificJ do you.have. some timeframes in.mind for

8 developing. the source term estimates, and so forth?
~R.

9

10 source
11 I

SILBEBBURG;

term.~ould

The

for the updated

be-about 12to.18 months, and that.· is what

meant·: by "consistent. with"' ;the front-end of· the rulemakinq

12 process, as I understand it..
13

timef~ame

cooling~ m~nimum

These are the· degraded· core

enqineerinq safety features,

siting~

and

14 emergency planning.
MB~

15

ROSS:

Commissioner Ahearne, let me bring· you

16 up to date on what.had been called the "lonq Term Rule" at
17 one time.

18

There:was a.steering group that has a life of

19 about six months, the Degraded Core Cooling Steering Group,
20 and it issued its report to EDO last month.

One of the

21 enclosures of· the report was an action plan that was
'
22 supposed to be an effort that would help produce at.least

23 the.rudiments of a.rule, that would. help decide whether we
~-needed

more prevention or more mitigation, or both, and, if

2s.•o, for future plants or for present plants.
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We are in the .process ·of enqaqinq Sandia to do

1

2. some

wo~k

consistent with the action plan that was in that

3 report to. EDO •.

The work, I believe, will. start in June and

4: 1 t will. take about. seven or eiqht months·.
It is supposed to study in

~

systematic way

6: d'ifferent ways. to.. reduce. risk. by preventing· coremel t,.
T different ways. to- reduce risk by mitigating the effects of

a·. coremelt, an.d l.6oking at the cost of these different. ways,.
~including

1a as· core

the: features not yet

incorporate~

anywhere, such

catchers~

We believe.that work will help'us.in.mid-a2 to

11

12: focus· on the rule/..

r can. only surmise· that the complete··

13, rulemaking, for. whi.ch· we have. comments from. the advance
14: notice: proposed.· rulemaking, is several yea·rs a way.
1Sb~

surprised if it.were completed by 1984 or

16

I would·

198~.

Some of the technical bases for this rulemaking

17 will be needed on the time scale that Mel was· talking
18 about.
19

I

don't believe we have a precise date as to when

20 we. would come back to the Commission with a proposed rule,
21 but it will not be in the next 12 months, i t will be after
22 that.
23

COKKISSIONEB AHEABNE:

The updated source term

24 development is that something separate from the Sandia
25· effort?
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20
MR. ROSS:

Yes.

One of the features to be studied

2 in the Sandia.study would be a filter vented containment,

3 how much·does it cost and what does it do to reduce-risk.
4 In order to do that·: study accurately, one· would need to know

5-vhat

i~

6 vented·.

the chemical specie subject to being filtered and
So_ i t is· an interactive piece of work, but

7 con tract uaIIy,. i t would be separate.
8:
9'

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

Th~

updating of the source

term is ·being· done under a single effort?·

MR-

10

SILBERBURG~

It is being. done within one of

11 our. on·-going> research programse12

. COllHISSIONER AHEARNE:

Is i t a separate contract

13·. t.o someone.?
KR •. SILBERBURG: · Part"of i t would be part of their

1415

on~goinq

work,_ part of their

tasks~

16

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

17

MR~

18 by

SILBERBURG:

Being done by?

At this point that would be done

Battelle~Columbus~

19

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

20

MR.

21

HR. ROSS:

SitBERBURG~

It has not started yet?

It will be starting soon.

The Sandia work that I am talking about

22 has not been started.
23

COHKISSIONER AHEABNE:

You expect the

24 Battelle-Columbus work to finish somewhere within 12 to.18
25 months?
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1.

HR. SILBERBURG:

2

MR. MINOGUE:

Yes, on this subject.

Commissioner

Ahearne, if I.may.

3 There is a related.ru1emaking that has not been discussed,

4 which is on. an earlier time schedule, and that is the
5 demographic. siting rulemaking, which is required by
\

6

statute~

That is a much more manageable prob1em,.and that

7 is. on a.time

seal~

~wit~ a ~reposed

that we· look.to come to the· Commission

rule at' the. end of this

year~

That rule would not deal ·with many of the issues

9

10 discussed

h~re,

but it certainly would deal with the

11 e1imina-t1·on o.f. the TID. 14844 mod·el. and with an assessment of
12 protective. acti:on capabilities as they. would relate to
13

diff~rent

scenarios strictly_ in relationship

t~

demographic

14 factors. · We were required to do that by legislation last
15 year.

It is a manageable subset that is on an earlier

16.timeframe, and on whi~h a great deal of work has already
17 been.done primarily by

Sandia~

HR. SILBERBURG:

18

The main point here and on my

19 next slide -COMMISSIONER

20
21 slide.
22
23

AHEARNE~

Before you get to the

Bullet one was Battelle-Columbus.

MB. SILBERBURG:

~ext

Bullet two?

Bu11et two wou1d also be

Bat telle-Columbus in terms of identifying the sources of

24 uncertainty from the specific calculations that they have
25 made for the updated source terms.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1

So, then, that would ta.ke

2.lonqer.than the 18 monthsf
3

4

KR. SILBERBURG:
timef~ame,

It would be·done in· the same

as it is basically a subset of i t .
The same source terms then allow us to

pro~eed

to

6 the third item,. which is again updating the radiation source
7 terms for safety related equipment and instrument

8 qualifications. under post-accident environments, which would
9· follow, ·on from that •.
Finally~

10

we will conduct as detailed review as ve

11 can of the past reactor accident-experiences in the context
12. of our. modeling, and in the con text. of our data bas·e, to see·
1a whether or not:there·is

~e

can get information that will

14. help eval.uate the:- models for those situations.
15
1s·

COMMISSIONE~

AHEARNE:

You did not do that in

connection.with this?

17

MR •. SILBERBURG:.

No, we did not do that •.

18. report looked at past reactor accidents briefly.
19 qet into that

i~

The 0771

We did not

this report.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
KR. SILBERBURG:

Any particular reason?

Just a matter of time and

22 priority.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

How woul.d you do this

24· review of past reactor accidents?
25

!R. SILBERBURGL

We will go back and --
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1

I meant, will it be

2 internal staff, or contract?
3

KR. SILBERBURG&

4

CO!MISSIOHER AHEARNE:

5

MR~

SILBERBURG:

It wil1 be by contract.
Do you.have one chosen?

We have not.

Right now·we are

6 trying to seleCt'.one.
7

COMMISSIONER. AHEABNE:

8

MR., SILBER BURG:

9

COMMISSIONER

Same. timeframe.

AHEARHE~

10

MR. SILBERBURG:

11

CO!MISSIONER AHEARNE:

12

KR~

13~levels

SILBEBBURG:

What kind· of a timeframe?·

The 12 to. 18 monthsl

Twelv~to

18

months~

Al.1 i:igh t.

Ky next slide,·again, shows two

of research: in terms of a timeframe.

14 project additional research results becoming

The first, we
availabl~

prior

15· to the completion of rulemaking.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

16

In this case, by completion

17 of rulemaking, are you talking -18

HR. SILBERBURG;

19

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

20

sp~ctru~

In the context -We have just seen a

of one year to five years.

21

MR •. SILBERBURG:. ·On the longer.

22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

Somewhere within the next

23-five years, you expect to get these?
24

MB. SILBERBURG:

The first listing that you see,

25 we see as a two to three year timeframe.

The lower one,
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1 which emphasizes the verification of the methodology,. we see
2 that as longer. than. three years, because they· involve
3· considerable experiments· that.we have not done before.
4.

COMMISSIONER .AHEARNE:

In this first category, are.

5 these efforts that you already:have under contract?
HR~

6:

7
8'

on-goin~

SILBERBURG:

Yes.

These are a part of the

program· that is in place now.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

Let's. see.

9severai:sets ofvueoraphs. and .hand-outs.

Th~re

appear to be

He got.his from.te

10 back of· the· room.
11

Sam., would. you· get. the other Commissioners· some

12·. from the· back of the room,, so that. we are not unnecessarily
13.handicapped against: the rest of the audience.
14

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

I

don't think that just

15-getting slides would.do that.
16

(General laughter.)

17

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: ' Do you have contracts,

18 then, under~ay for the first set?
19

MR. SILBERBURG:

Yes, for the first set, and they

20 are part of the on-going· program.
21

Finally, on my last slide, I have listed here a

22 number of key areas for my long-range research program that
23.have a very strong and close relationship to the accident
24. source term. work •.
25

These areas are closely related to the accident
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1

source.term work, and for that reason they are beinq

2 refocused and their emphasis is being re-evaluated in the
3 context of many of the conc1usions and the findings of this
4 report.

As I noted ear1ier, we fee1 the report is a major

:5

& planning tool for our 1onq-range research program in these
· . T areas. and,. hence,1 we feel. that in that regard i t is very

Bimportant.
~

There· is a very strong interaction. between these

programs and the accident source terms.

10

Thank. you·•.

11~

COMKISSIONER AHEABNE:

Mel, you had this document

12 reviewed during a several day meeting?
MR~ SILBERBURG~

13:
14 that•·
15

Yes, I

shou1~.have

mentioned

It was reviewed br the A-CRS early in March.

We had a.

peer review group meeting on the 17th and 18th of March.

We

16 then allowed the reviewers to provide written comments by

17 April. 1st.
18

We received written comments from 27 reviewers,

19 over 160b pages' of comments, very.good, very worthwhile

20 comments, which we are addressinq in our revision to the
21 report..

Also, we will be providinq a summary
•. in the report

22 of our responses to the comments.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

When do you expect that

24 document to be ready?
25

MR. SILBERBURG:

We should be going to press the
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first week of June.

So, depending on how.long it would

2 take, in mid-June or the third week of June, it ought to be

3 available in.hard copy.

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

4
5

what those comments were?

Can you give a sense of

Were they just a large number of

6 separate comments -KR •. SILBERBURG:

7

Back. to vuegraph No. A-15,

8 please.
9

The-. main comments from the review touch· upon·: many

10

of the main points that I made, and many of the areas where

11

there are large uncertainties in the data base and the

r

12 methodology.
13

listed what. we think are the most

ha~e

importan.t at this point in- terms of their impact.

Most of

14 the comments were very specific, very technical, and not
15

general.
I

16

think, basically, all the comments reflect the

17

bottom line that we have got a good start, but we need lots

18

more information.
COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

19

That was sort of where the

20 ACRS came out.

MR. SILBERBURG:

21

Yes, that is where the ACRS came

22 out.

23

MR. ROSS:

We will move.to the companion report

24 now, starting· with Walt Pasedac, discussing the regulatory
25

impact of NUREG-0771.
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1

MR. PASEDAC:

Would you put up the first vuegraph,

2 please.
3

This companion report, in contrast to the

4 report that you just

h~ard

prev~ous

about, which I will refer to as

5 the technical bases report, was vtitten by the staff, in
6 addition to myself,

Ro~er

Blond, from the Office of

7 Research, was one of the co-atithors, and Michael

Jankowski~

8 fornrally from the Office of Standards Development.
9

The purpose of this report was: to assess the

10 impact of alternative source terms on past licensing
11· practice.

That is, the question, has past licensing

12 practice resulted in any distortion of the design as a
13 result of past·requirements,. the impact on currently
14·regulatory requirements, and on·future·requirements as they
15· are contempla.ted now in. the rulema·kings.
16

!ay we have the next slide.

17

The areas that we considered. in this report were,.

18 first of all, a look at the historical development of source
19 terms in accidents or resulting from accidents.

We started

20.vith the famous TIO 14844 document.
Ve.tried to examine the basis, and we sav that
'
22 there was some experimental information available at that

21

23 time, about 20 years ago..

There was some. accident

24 experience available which apparently had not been relied
25 upon, at least not explicitly, but quite apparent from the
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1

beginning was a strong trend to attempt to be conservative.

2 So there.-was a philosophy to try to develop upper bound
3 source terms.
The current regulatory requirements, I will

4

5 address a little
6 looked

primaril~

bit~more

in the

follo~ing

slides.

We

at th& impact of this new.information on

7 source terms or any changes in assumptions.· would have· on the

a current staff practice.
·v~ too~ a

9

look at the recent developments~

We did

10 examine the TMI _experience.,. as well as some other accidents

tt for which we had a litt1e bit more information.
12

there is

ve~y

~n

general,

little hard data on accidents, and we found

13 this to be true for TMT as wel.1 •. 14

The fission product release information that.you

15.

could derive from TMI is virtually inconclusive, by that I

16

mean, if we look at the staff's calculation of this kind of

17 an accident.
18
19

We had published, prior to the accident, of
course, an environmental report.which discussed accidents

20 and supposedly treated.them in a realistic way in the safety
21 evaluation, which of course is done in a very conservative

22 vay, so the values· used in these two evaluations very neatly
23 bracket to.the TMI experience on the upper and on the lower
~

sides, and TMI is somewhere 1n-between the environmental

25 statement analysis and the safety analysis.
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We took a 1ook at how this information wou1d

1

2 aff ec~ the rulemakings.

By that I mean, the rulemakings on

3 siting, on the minimum engineered safety features, and the

4 degraded core, as we11 as the emergency planning

5 rulemaking.
6

For our.technical information in this.report,. we

7 relied· primarily· on the technical bases report that you have
8.just

hear~ about~

Cou-ld I.have.the.next slide.

9

In addressing the current regulatory requirements,

10'
11· we tried

t~

identify the places where source terms from

12 accidents come into. p1ay, and they do affect the who1e
13

conce~t

of the current regulatory requirements, namely, the

14 defense and depth approach starting· from design and g"oing to

15 the operation of the plant, the siting, and the last
16 back-up,·the emergency planning requirements.
17

On this slide, I have listed some of these

18 criteria which are on the books or in reports and regulatory
19 guides, and they are discussed in greater detail in the
20 report.
The-one thing that we paid particular attention

21

22 to, and which I. will refer to later, is the design of
~

engineered safety features and how this would be affected by

~.changei

25

in the

sourc~

term assumptions.

As· you know, the way in

whi~h

the staff applies

·e
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~ostulate

1 these criteria is to
2. accidents.

de~ign·basis

a set of

If you will look at the next slide, you will

3 find a descriptio·n of how one would characterize design
4 basis accidents.
5,

They tended to be conservative, at least we think
'

6 they are- conservative.in· the way in which we· postulate
T

them...

They are usually: non-mechanistic.

a.it.happens,'ve

jb~t-say·

We don't say how.

that it happens.

They are. also characterized by looking at or
10 emphasizing one part of the wh·ole problem, rather than
d~etail .

11 looking•. in

at alI the· aspects of the problem..

So we

12 haver what I call here, surrogates, and the iodine is one of
· 13 those surrogates.
We~look

14

in great detail, or

15· requirements concerning the
16 and behavior

followin~

have~

~alculation

the accident.

lot. of

of iodine release

For example, when:we

17 consider aerosols, we have nrine, and that is based on the
18

assump~ion

that is made that as long as we take care af the

19 iodine, we will have taken care of protecting against
~-aerosols

21

as

The kinds of accidents that we postulate, I have

22 given a few
~.handling

well~

examples~

There are smaller events, like a fuel

accident, or a steam generator tube rupture, and

24 then -an upper-bound loss of coolant accident,. and even there
25 we have different loss of coolant accidents postulated.
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1 There are some postulated for emergency core cooling design
Z purposes.

The one that I am ref erring to in this discussion

3

4 is the first one,. the siting ·DBA in which we postulate a
5 release·of · 100· percent of the-noble gases, and 25 percent of
&the iodines availabla for leakage -from.the containment, and
T no,.· aerosols,. as I
~

indicated.

the containment stays

Of -course, we. do assume that·

intact~

When we' try to· now: fit·. this new. information that:.
10 is available in th·e . technical bases report into this concept·

1'1·

of~

how we treat accidents,, it.doesn't really work very

12: w.ell.
13

i~:have-tried

t~

just look at what would happen i f

14 you substitute- cesium• iodide wherever elemental iodine
1& appears, and i t does not make sense if you do that,

partly

16 because these· accidents are postulated and· they are
11· hypothetical~

so

th~t

the conditions do not match

18 necessarily those· which . would have to exist in order to. ha·ve
19 cesium iodide.

20

For example, Mel mentioned that the cesium iodide

21 would tend to be. in an: aerosol form, and it. would tend to
22 associate with aerosols in the containment.
.

~no

Well, we have

aerosols in this accident, so we don't know how to treat

24 cesium iodide in a design basis accident concept.
25

We very early realized that there was no way to
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~

1 fit this into the existing structure.

So what we did was to

2 look at what· you have to do in order to take account· of this
3 nev information.

This is what you see in the

right~hand

4 column.

We realized that you would have to specify a

5
~spectrum

of

_ac~ident conditions~

and you would have to

T analyze. the different accidents,. hopefully on a realistic
a·ba~is,. mechanistically~

and you would combine their

9 importance in a pr.obabilistic method.

Fbr the sake of the discussion, we have postulated

10

11 five. groups. of accidents, which are described in greater
1Xdetai1

i~

the report, which
I~

13.

this:

14 realisticallr

~ccident

d~ter~ine

coul~

accomplish this

purpose~

spectrum, we could, then,

the curies released, the·

15 temperatures associated with it, the oxidation potential,
16 and sa forth, so that we could then determine what the form
17 of the iodine and the other fission_products would be.
If.we were ta.consider such an accident spectrum

18

19 rather than just a single design basis accident, one obvious
~·question
~

is.what would happen to the engineered safety

features which were designed for that sinql• design basis

22 accident.
23

We have taken a pretty good look at that, •ade a

24- careful examination of that issue.
25

--.---·-::___,,.....---;
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On the next slide you see a summary of our finding

1

2 on that issue.

We.have 1ooked at the engineering safety

3 features that are· listed ori the left.
The slide that is titled "Summary of ESF
5 Effectiveness," and I believe i t is listed in the handout,
6· sir, if you would look at your papers I will discuss it from
7 there.

8:.

There are several engineering safety features list

9 on the left.,
1Q primary

We.have examined containment of course as the
the· containment spray, suppression

one~

11 condenser and so forth.,

pool~,

ice

In· each case we have looked at what

12 would happea and how effective would that system be.
13

COMMISSIONER AHEARNEi

How do you. measure

\

14 effectiveness' in thisf

MR. PASEDAGi

15

The.measure of effectiveness is how

16.well does it· perform by comparison over this design·basis.
17 You. know, all of them are very effective for the design
18 basis accident because that is what they were designed for
19 by

definition~

20·

So we looked at their effectiveness under

21 conditions. which could go on either side of that design
22 basis for different accidents in the same category and for
23 more severe accidents ali the· way thrugh that spectrum of
24 accidents that we have. discussed ·which ranges from small to
25 severe.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARBE:

1

Some of the accidents you

Z looked at could be characterized as beyond the desiqn basis?
MB~

PASEDAG~

Yes, definitely.

Yes.

The other

4 thing that we looked at was.how the effectiveness would
5 change if we.were to assume cesium iodide

rath~r

-then I

,
2

6 for.example, or if it. were to include aerosols in the source
T. term.

Now., I, have characterized the effectiveness of
-9: these various engin·eering. safety features and I have given
10- an· indicator here· for the range.

By that I mean how far can

11 we go beyond the· design basis before this system ceases to
12: be very effective?

We

1$
14effective.

So tha.t is. what I mean by range.

foun~that.the

containment of course is highly

The· range is. high and this is.taking into

15 account the· recent information concerning: steam explosions.
16 Prior to that

perhap~

the range would be a little. bit less,

17 prior to. these recent findings concerning. the likelihood or
18 reduced probability for steam explosions.
19

We found also that containment sprays, suppression

20 pools and ice condensers are all very highly· effective_ even·
21if.you qobeyond their design:basis.

For example, a

22 containment spray system. is designed to remove iodine, but
~

i t also removes very effectively aerosols, cesiqm

i~dide

and

24 any of the other- fission products., . This would be true
25 whether or not the containment is entirely effective whether
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1 ve postulate some containment failure or
2

So ,the range is also very high.

not~

We can go way

~beyond the desi~n basis and that system will.still provide

4 high prtection- against the fission products.
The same is true £or suppression pools and ice

5

6 condensers, although these.systems were not specifically

T designed.for fission product removaI primarily but heat
8.- removal as tbe first design basis.

Neverthless, they are·

9·effective and they are essentially passive systems •.
10 their ra-nge again is very high..

You can postulate more

11 severe accidents and they will still
12
1~

So

funct~on.

Some of the other engineering ·safety· features
vhich we currently have on current plans such as a. secondary

14 containment, the reactor buildi.nq. for· example on a boiler,

15 filter systems in the auxiliary building or main steamline
16 isolation a·nd our bleed. collection. systems on boiiers,· these
17 we have marked medium in effectiveness in range because they 18 are effective all right but they treat primarily one leakage
19

path~

If you postulate a different accident that would

20

byp~ss

that leakage path, then of course they would lose

21.their effectiveness.
22

The one system that {s marked with a low

23 effectiveness and a. low range are. internal containment
24 recirculation filters, charcoal filters that is, which we
25-have on only a very few

of

the older plants.
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These systems are designed for iodine-removal and

1

2 if you postulate the iodine to be in a cesium iodide form,
3 for:exampl.e, then.charcoal fil.ters woul.d not be very
4 effective, of. course..

So this particul.ar system would not

5 be effective.beyond its design basis.

6 is not·· used by itsel£.

However, that system

For. exaJ1lple, we. have a' conta-inment

7 s.pra::r· _system. in. conjunction with. this.·
· S'o: when you. take the whole package of engineering

8

9 safety features; it.turns out that they are quite effective
10 against fission products: other than iodine and for a wide.
11 range of accidents that. y_ou· could postulate,. not just a
12 design. basis.•

So' our· findings could be summarized' like this.

13·

14 Thacurrent practice of single design basis accidents
15

postulated for siting< and. engineering safety f.eature design

16 cannot really·accommodate the new information that•was
17 generated in a technical. basis report concerning source
18 terms.

In order to do that.yciu wou1d have to postulate a

19 spectrum of fission product releases under various accident

20 conditions.
21

The current set of .the

regulato~y

requirements for

22 protection aga1nst iodine releases has resulted in effective
23 protectio~ against other fission products as we11 as I just
24 d.escribed.
25

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

You say all fission
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1 products?
2

MR. PASEDAG1

3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
HR. PASEDAG:

Yes.
You are pretty confident?

Yes, because they would be either

5 aerosols or in a vapor form.
I perhaps should be careful there.

The one area

· T. where our requirements miqht ha·ve to be re-examined is: with·

8 respect to the fission products in the sump water..
9·not postulated any

a~rosols

We have

in the old TID source term

10 beyond one percent which is assumed to be in the water and
11 tliat would. have· to be re-evaluated.
The recommendations which are contained in this.
13. report are summarized on th.e next slide •.
14

The first is that we need to develop a mechanistic

15 spectrum of accidents and source terms for the future
16 regulatory requirements in order to· take into account the
17 information that we now-. have.
18

COM!ISSIONER AHEARNE:

Well now, how far would you
~

19 be.planning in that recommendation in carrying this
20 mechariistic approach, going back to specific failure
21· sequences and then calculating down the line given this
,.
22 particular sequence and then this is what.kind of a source
~term.would

.24

be expected?
MR. PASEDAG:

Yes.

It is more or less what was

25 done in this.technical basis report.

Obviously there are.an
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1

infinite number of squences you could postulate so you have

2 to sort of group them as was done in.WASH-140-0 and we have

3 suggested a grouping.in this report as well.
MR. ROSS:

4

The framework for that work should flow

5 from the minimum engineering safety features rulemaking.:
6 That would be an ideal time to decide whether the sprays ans
7 £·11 te~s and other items generally under the umbrella of GSF

8. need supplemental criteria or whether the existing criteria
9· are adequate.

CO!MISSIONER AHEARNE:

10
11

How are you going to go

about doing. this first stuff?

MR.

12

ROSS~

We had i t planned, and whe~ I say "w~"

13 I am referririq to the degraded cooling steering group, that.
14- the MEsF·,. tha minimum engineering safety.features process,
15 would have to go hand in hand with the long-term rule on
16 degraded cores·.
17

When. I say llhand in_ hand," now vh ether they are
.

'

18 actually physically part of the same rulemaking process or
19 whether they are separate but equal in time, I don• t think
20 we
~

ha~e

decided

yet~

We.will need a lot of information of

the sort that Hel was talking. about on characterization of

22 fission products, such decisions as if you have an internal
23 filter: which portion of the filter is going to trap what,
24 and, as Walt said, in terms of the circulating activity,
25.what is.the chemical form and how will it affect pumps
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1 outside of containment and simply things like radiation
2 damage on pump seals and leakage rates if these seals
3 degrade.
4

We don't-have a precise plan.

It is more of a

5 light, a dim_light at that at the end of a very long tunnel
6' that looks like i t will be time-wise parallel with the

7 degraded. core8

rulema~ing ...

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:.

~significant

Won't this be a fairly

major effort?

10

'KR. ROSS:·

11

COMMISSIONER' AHEARNEi

I think so, yes.
I would think you would

12 either need to all.ocate a large amount of NRC staff or else
13 have some fairly· major contracts •.
14

KJ.

!INOGUE~

The key first step in this is the

15 development: both by analysis methods and developing analysis
16 methods and experimental work to get a much better handle -on
17 complex transients and fuel behavior and fission product

18- behavior-.
19

We have in the long-range plan and currently

20 uriderway a: very extensive experimental program and methods
21 development program for the various computer codes to deal
22 with that.

That in a sense is input into the risk

23·_ assessment work much of which is also going on concurrently
24 in terms of the developing methodology and the developing
25 techniques that are coming out of some of these complex
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1 analyses of systems.

All of this kind of comes together to

2 get a better handle.

The track by which I see this information feeding

3

4 into the rulemaking is through the medium of risk
5 assessment.

We are developing the data base and techniques

6 to apply risk assessment as a tool to make· the kind of

T decisions that.these gentlemen are talking about and

a

applying it to the design of plants and requirements for the

9 regulations of plants.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

10

11 then.

Bob, I am missing something

That sounds like what you are saying is you have a

12 research program which has a number of individual pieces

1a which downstream
14
15

yo~

can see beginning to mesh together to

give this underlying background.
I

thought this. was perhaps a more specific task to

16 really develop this spectrum of accidents laying it out in
17 specific sequence from beginning events and so forth.

That

18 sounds to me like it would have to be some actual contract
19 or project assigned to a specific group to develop.
20

MB. MINOGUE:

A lot of that kind of stuff of

21.. course has been done in the licensing process.

These people

22 have looked at some of the specific sites after TMI.
23

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

24

MR~·MINOGUE:

Crystal River.

I was thinking specifically of

•

25 Indian Point and Zion.

That is a major piece of

i~put
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.1 think i t should be recognized as that.
2

Similarly in the nearer term rulemaking on the

3 siting, it is the same·kind of stuff only done in .a more
4 generic basis looking at various accident sequences and
5 consequence models in terms of demographic capabilities.

6.That is all current activity that throws light on these
7 various scenarios..

That. is done b.efore the longer term

8 thing that we have just
9

COMBISSIOHER

d~scussed.

AHEARN~:

But is it.your intent to

1Qhave a specific group either internal or external develop
11 something that would be· this mechanistic spectrum of
12 accidents and source.termsr
1314 people.

MR. MINOGUE:

At different stages different

The· immediate answer is yes.

In terms of the

15 siting rule making· i t would be the group· to which that is
16 assigned.

Much of the work on.that today has been done by

17 NRB and they farmed at lot of this out to Sandia.
18

I

guess in.the longer term we.haven't quite

19 reached the stage of deciding exactly how we are going to
20 implement some of. this stuff.
21

COMMISSIONER

AHEARNE~

I

guess what I

am

22 concluding is that you do not intend to have any specific
23 document or set 6f volumes and end up saying here we have
24 gone through all this work and this is now the spectrum of
25 accidents and the sequence starting from these events and if
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1 those events happen these events happen, et cetera, et
2 cetera.

MR. MINOGUE:

3

We may well do that but I don't have

4 anything like.that planned today.

It is a very complex

5 structure that goes over a number of years.

In fact, from

6 the very beginning.not only_vithin·the staff but from
7 outside· a, lot of people>. commented on the extreme difficulty

a

to· assess such· activity.

9:

COMMI~SIONER

AHEARNE:

It sounded like a very

10 major undertaking.
11

COMMISSIONER

BRADFORQ~

This

work~

incidentally,

12 really has its basis: in. the Reactor Safety Study and the
13:

subsequent· work.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

14:

It sounded like it was

15 follow-on work.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

16

Well,. in the subsequent

17 work the IREP questions all. focus on this specific issue.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

- 18

Roger, I am not questioning

19 that. there is not a lot of. work around that. has bearing on
20 it..
2t

22

This sounded like you had said how we are goinq to pull

i t all. together.
MR. PASEDAG:

Well, my last point there is that we

23

ha-ve been discussing the implementation of these

24

recommendations in the new rulemakings.

25

little step further.

We have gone a

We have looked whether there is an
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1 urqent need to do something quickly nov,.to apply some

2 Band-Aids here or there, to prevent qoinq off in our own
3 direction.
We find- that there is

4

re~lly

no urqent need for

5 any interim measures prior to a consistent implementation of
~these

concepts.through the rulemakings.

This is based

7 ~rimarily on: our findinq that.these ~ast requirements. are
ainad~quate

or insufficierit, as they may be'. judged, but

~nevertheless

have resulted in a pretty good set of safety
I

10 features •

. Now,. we thought that you would be very much

11

12:: interested in .. th·e impact. of this inf.ormation on the subjec.t

1a of emergency planning.and Roger Blond is going to·address
\

14 that next.

CO!!ISSIOHER AHEARHE:

15

16 just put:a question. to the side.

Before he starts, could I
At some point could you

t7 refer me to.where in the documents I.would find this.set of

18 sequences that wou1d show me that here are the ones with
19

still the high probability such that they continue to

20 dominate that are in your third cateqory.

You don't have to

21 do it right now.

22

(Slide presentation.)

23

MR. BLOND&

~raised

One of the contentions which was

at.the outset of the questions concerning the source

25 term was emergency response and the impact that the source
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1 term relook would have in this area.
The first slide is a slide that was presented to

2

e·

3 the Commission in 1978 concerning the emergency planning
4 b'sis that_ias devloped in NUREG 0396.

At.this time ve came

5 to the conclusion that a spectrum of accidents was necessary
6. t.o be. considered in. emergency planning· and that we must go
T ·beyond the·· design basis accidents in developing our

8 rationale. and our basis for the emergency planning questions.
A~

9:

10 accidents

the slide indicates, we included the Clas~ 9

fro~

the Reactor· Safety Sttidy explicitly in the

1t considerations of this issu&.
As. Mel. has· pointed out, the. Source Term Report

12

1a essentially verified that.there are a spectrum of events
I

14 which can gQ from very severe to relatively benign which can
15 occur.

The assumptions that we have been making in the
.

.

16 past,. ·although. there are large uncertainties associated. with
17 them, we still. at this point in time have to essentially use
1a.the information that we have used previously and there is no
19 justification for significantly reducing the source terms in

w

any substantive manner.

The prohabiliti~s might change, but

21 even the probabilities we haven•t found to be significant

22 reductions.
23

Concerning emergency planning we.have concluded

24 the follow:.
25

Concerning the zones, the emergency_p1anning zones

e.
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1 that were developed as a part of RUREG 0396 and the
2 considerations that we.have seen from the technical bases,
3 we can• t

at this point justify any changes to.· our

4·

requirements.

5

~or

potassium iodide and the questions that have

6 been .. raised in. this issue, the question of cesium iodide

T versus· iodine emphasis that there·are other fission products
8. which must· be taken into account in considering emergency
9

reponses~

something

tha~

was in fact brought up at the time,

10 and.that comprehensive measures for public protection should
11.

be the- premier measures that we focus on such as shelter,

12 evacuation and respiratory· protection.
13·

I

have an additional slide and if we want to get

14.into.that we can.
15

As part of the emergency planning role, one of the

16 areas which was developed is the concept of emergency action
17 level.

What we are saying in this area is. that there are

18. instrumentation and diagnosis techniques which could be
19 impacted by the

que~tions

of the source term and that we

20 must tailor our instrumentation and our diagnostic
21 approaches to the specific species and environments which we
22 would find through the spectrum·of events.
23

concerning the rapid public

notificat~on

system

24 which has been put into our regulations, w·e find that there
25 is nothing that will change the timing and the accident
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1 response characteristics thaf we found from the source term
2 information and therefore we can•t justify making any
3 changes on.that basis either.
That summarizes our emergency response

4

5 implications.
6.

COMMISSIONER

7·potassium

iodide~

a·

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:·

AHEARNE~

You have something here·on

Yes~

To focus a little

9· morec directly:· on the,: q_uestion of potassium iodide and. the

10 sourcw

term~

i t should be pointed out that

pot~ss~um

iodide

11. is· only effective for iodine and. b1ockaqe of thyroid. and

ti that if is

ineffect~ve for other radionuclides· such as the

13· cesiums and tel-luriums and rutheniums· and for external
\

14- exposures which are a dominant pa th way. which cannot be·
t5

dismissed which further emphasizes the need for shelter and

16 evacuation as very important public protection measures.
17

In addition, the questions of the source term

18 brings to light.that there are relatively simply respiratory
19 protective measures which. can be taken such as placing a wet
20,towel over your mouth.
21 ·

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

22.

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

For how many hours?
For the time required.

23 a gauze mask or something along these lines.

Or

These would

24 measures would be more effective in reducing the inhalation
25 exposures than potassium iodide potentially would be.
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1 vou1d recommend that this be considered in our future
2 policies.

It also emphasizes that there are large

3 uncertainties in the entire question and we recognize those.
Concerning potassium iodide and our current
5~policy~

the iodine/cesium iodide questions don•t really

'

6

chan~e

our perspectives on the issues.

Given that you have

1 iodine:- wee: vant emergency. workers and plant personnel to be
8' protected and· it: is not a bad. policy to assure that:. this is

We hav• to assess the adverse impacts of

10

0

potassiu~

11" iodide and. this· is being . done· through the FDA and·. the Bureau

12 of Bad Health. at. this time.

We need more information on

13 distributioru of approaches and costs associated with tha
14. potassium· iodide program.
Concerning the reports,. what we now h6pe to do is

1.5

16 publish the Technical Basis Report as in final form as Mel
11·indicat~d in the time frame of early June.

What we would like to do concerning our regulatory

18·

19 impact report and NUREG 0771 is publish it for public
20 comment.

We know that there are many issues which we have

21 raised in the report which we· would like to get feedback
22 on.
~

It really is a report that. we have generated and we

need some more response and that· is what we. would like to do

24 at this time.
25

The remaining issues or points that are brought up
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1 on the s1ide are those .. which Mel· brought out concerning. the
2.specifics of the updated source terms, et cetera.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

3

This is a good place for your

4 question •.
5

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

6

(Laughter•. l

r

·• COMMISSIONER GI.LINSKY:

Sorry.

Which question is that?

I

· CLaughter.).

~.,

9·,

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:.

10 slide. which. will focus. on. the

n:

COMMISSIONER

We do have an additional

importan~e

GILINSKY~

of· the iodine.

That is the one about what

12· happens if there is no. iodine.
·COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

13

Yes •.

In this slide we have· tried to indicate very ·

14

15 briefly·, and there is one section in the report which·_goes.

16 into

s~gnificant

more detail, the· importance of iodine· and

17 the other isotopes· to the question of various consequences
1a~vhich

19

can

occ~r

during these accidents.

If· we look at i.odine concerning the potential for

2nearly fatalities and high doses from.very large accidents,
~

Lt does plar a fairly dominant. role.

But it again is only

22 50 percent which is not a very big number if we think about
23 these· things.

Given
the other isotopes and the concern from
'.

24 them. you vil.1 still have to worry about early fatalities
25 even if there was no iodine.
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

1

When you say risk here you

2 are now talking about the probabi1ity and the consequences?
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

3

No, this is strictly

4 consequences at. this point.
COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:

5

Assuming which set of

6 accidents?
CO!MISSIONER

T

BRADFORD~

Again it. would be the

a, whole spectrum.,
9
10

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
sp~ctrum·

So·. you are assuming all ·

of accidents unweighted by the probability of the

11. accident?
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

Yes,. but in truth they are

13. dominated by· the· high release events· •.
MR. BERNERO:

14

E~cuse

me, Roger.

I think it would

15 be. worth while to descri_be how that is done.
16.Probability

weightin~.

You are

You. ar& just telling the computer to

17 take out.the iodine and now recalculate the risk profi1e of
18 the plant. · You look at the effects, early fatalities, and
19 what happened to the effects after.you artificially told the

20 computer
2t risk.

don'~

count iodine contributions. ·So it is truly

It is risk.

It is probabi1ity weighted consequence

22 with an artificial change that you have made.
COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

23

As you can see in the

24 slide iodine in some cases plays very little role and in
25

oth~r

places plays a substantial role and for other measures
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2

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE&

These ca1culations have built

3 into it the sort of assumptions that have been.there in good
4 part since WASH-1400 days.

That is, this is the same

5 calculation that goes out and lays down a lot of other

6 fission products as a ground deposition layer and in. which
7

yo~-

then infer:,. you know, what short of people removal.

8 assumptions are in.here, for instance-.
MR. BLOND&..- Again,. that would influence the_ range

9.

10 of impact that the specific isotopes would have and.what

n-

mechani-sms you wou:ld allow for the· peopl.e - if you wou1·d

12

evacuate them or_ whatever._

I

That would influence that range

13 of events •.. -

You vill see in this type of order across that

14

15 manr·spectrums· of emergency respqnse, for instance •.

The

16 iodine does. come into play in approximately this type of a
17

manner~

But there are many isotopes, as you have pointed

18 out, which enter ihto the calculation.

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE&

19

w

The point I am trying to

make is not-that there are a lot of isotopes but rather that

21 these cal.culations and the indeed , the whole.conclusions that

22 you and Walter are arriving at are that the other isotopes
~-as

wel1 as.cesium iodide will. in fact behave in the way that

24 they have been calculated to-behave in the models used by
25 the staff over the past five years.
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t

CO!!ISSIOBER BRADFORD:

2

CO~MISSIONER

a

AHEARNE:

·That is correct.
One of the propositions

that folk~ have. made to us is that there are in.those models

4 an assortment of assumptions about. chemical behavior and
5 aerosol. behavior and. what the pathways look· like and. what
6 the processes are in the· pathways which in total are grossly
7 conservative.
So when you come back and· sayr well,. we have

8

arecalcu1ated and we

doa~t

find any basis for change, I am

10 compelled to say, wait,, you have done essentially the same
11. cal:culation that. we· d'id before.
12· haven·.~·t
13·

So, you know, you in effect

dealt: with the proposition and isn • t it. time to

re-:-examine those things •.:·
How; Mel ia saying, yes, we are going to· look at

15 those in the research program.

Your conclusion is, and. you

16 recognize those things,. but your conclusion I
17 approaches the trivial.
18

You did

a

must say

certain calculation five

years ago and got certain results and said, hey, let•s make

19 some rules on that basis.

20 let 's reconsider that.

Now we come _to today and we say

So you do the same calculations

21 essentially and get the same results and say, what do you

. 22 know, i t is the same.
~

24

I couid have. told you that three

months ago, Roger.
MR.

PASEDAG~

Dr. Hendrie, I should point out that

25 in the Technical Bases Report i t is not quite fair to say
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1' that: we have used the same codes and the same calculations.

2 There was guite an advance in the state of the art of

3 calculating a fission

CHAIRMAN

4

s

community I

product.transport~

HENDRIE~

I must say that the peer

don't think would agree with you that in fact

s· there has been really the kind. of consideration. they had. in
.

.

.

.

T mind when. they recommended the re-examination with regard to

a the chemistry,. the pathways, the aerosol properties and so

Now~

10:

you

kno~,

nobody.is. saying that.it is there

11' to be. done and. Y.ou·. just are· negl.igent in not doing it.

12

th~nk

there

is~

1aiearned_ and' so

I

recognition that.there i• a lot to be

~n~

I am just saying that, you.knoY, yoa

14· don •t· surprise me with your results,· althou«.;th in some: ways I
15 am. a littl.e depressed that one goes ahead and then throws' up
16 slides saying we have recalculated· and there is no need to
17" change.
18

Come on, the bases on which you did the

19,calculation haven't changed so I wouldn't.have expected the
20 results to change.
21.

MR •. PASEDAG:.

22

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

23

MR. PASEDAG:

24 We· have

25

I object to that a little bit.
There is a trimming in there.

There is quite a bit of tr.imming.

taken all"of the information into account.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIE&

You are.still projecting some
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1 df the dominant sequences to 1ay down across
2 splendid 1ayers of material.

~ropositions

1and really

You know, I have· always

3_thought that those were grossly conservative
·4

th~

so~ts

of

and I still think so.
,

I

If "there is one thing in the world that is touqh

5

6 to: make, by God· it is really tough. to .make an aerosol which
7 w..111. hand. together and qo down wind like a

vapor.

The

a; chemicaL warfare· people, you know, used to labor just on and·.
9· on and on to, make.. aerosols.
1~

And guess what?

They would do

the pop exp1osion to create the initial conditions, you knov

11:. simulate: the• bomb dropping a,nd· stuff, and all of their
12carefullr devised schemes would go up in the air and come
13'dowa

wi~hia

a hundred yards.

You know, it is. tough to. make an aerosol that

14

15 hangs

together~.

16 happen..

Now, that doesn't mean that i t can't

It· does suggest that the cheerful assumption that

t7 we move to,

probably not inappropriately at various stages

18 in our regulatory pro~ess, that you know sort of the worst
~nd

19-can happen

it means that it is fair to look at that from

20 time to. time as technical knowledge progresses •.

What

21

22 look at at

r

lea~t

guess you are telling me here is
a part of the current

~iterature

~hat

_your

leaves you

23 feeling you would like to do some more work before you do
24 very significant things with the source terms for
2~

accidents.

I guess I can't object to that as a proposition.
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I think also that it is riot just source term

1

•

2 chemistry that is involved here.

One of the propositions

3 that in soma fashion we have got to work on over time are
4 those accident.sequence and pathway calculations.
You ·know, ia

WASH~1400

and still the way you

6 calculate things in the code sequences TMI-2 is a
T melt-down.

That

is

that. who1e range of core damage events

8-is simply not treated.

You lose certain engineering safety

9, features at lo·v., probability, to ·be sure.

You lose certain

10, engineering safety features .and that takes it on over into
11 melt-down and melt-down then creates these conditions with
12. aerosols up in_ the containment.
KR.- PASEDAG:"

Well, in this particular study we.

14' ·did look at the TMr event and other even ts which would be
15 say terminated bT getting the ECCS to function and so
16 forth.

We. did not

eliminat~

them.

It is just

th~t.they

17 tend not to be on the upper part of the curve as far as the
18· consequences go. ·
19

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE1

Wellr they tend not to

h~ve

20 high· consquences and hence tend n'ot to be a dominant
~sequences iri the risk.

Nevertheless, i t surely must be.true

22 that the enormous fraction of core damage sequences fall in
23 that category rather than in the everything went to hell,
24 the: vessel went dry and you got me·lt-downs ·and you have got
25 these conditions where you would propose that you in fact
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1 substantial aerosols out of them.

2 that,reflects in

th~

I don't know quite how

calculations these days.

I suspect it

3 isn't really reflective.

MR. PASiDAG:.

.4

In the Technical Bases Report we did

5 analyze those sequences.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

6

Well, you have come to, the

T conclusion that cer.tain severe accidents, cesium - iodide may

a.result in higher retention of iodine and lower release and
· 9, so on .•
. MR •. PASEDAG&

The thing.that is missing. here that·

t1 we have not looked at is.the probability of these events and

12 tha·t is something:,_ as you point out, that needs to be done·
13

next..

14-

looked at all of- them, no·t j,ust the worst case assumptions

1S

but we have looket at a TMI-like sequence and other

16

sequences as well, some where the ECCS functions or

17

parti~lly

16

We:, have just looked at the consequences, but we· have

functions, and so forth.
COMMISSIONE~

AHEARNE&

ihat was the result for the

19 TMI sequence?

20

KR.

21

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

22

MR. PASEDAGi

PASEDAG~

- In terms of the consequences?
Yes.

That very little gets out as long as

23 th.e containment stays together.
24 had on his slide·.

This is the point that Mel

As long as the containment hangs together

25 we have tremendous attenuation.

That is the conclusion.
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CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

1

How well do you think it

2 modeled TMI?
MR. PASEDAG:

3

Well, I think we did a· reasonable

4 job· in the:. thermohydraulics area.

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:.
s,1s·~hat

I

had in mind. particularly.
!·R •.. PASEDAG;.,

a.

In terms of the iodine behavior

CHAIRMAN

I think we have d·one a good job.

HENDRIE~

Does it show much iodine in the
)

9 containment atmosphere at some· stage or is that an
10

intermedi~t~

result which ·is available?

MR •. PASEDAG:

12 in. the report..
1a:c~n

I

I don •·t know if that i"s specifically

believe i t is and, if not, it certainly

b• pulled. out of the computer runs which we have made.

14

CHAIRMAN HENDRIEL

15

MR~

16. answer.to

that~

17

HR. DENNING:·

PASEDAG:

t

see a standing staff member.

Dr. Denninqs would have a better

This is Rich Denning.

We did look

18 at.what the airborne.iodine concentration woul~ be as a
19 function of what the assumed chemical form of the iodine
20. was..

In ei.ther case, whether it· is elemental iodine or

21 cesium iodide, well, if it is cesium iodide tou would expect
2~virtually

23

no iodine to be airborne in the containment

atmosphere~

If it is elemental iodine you would expect a

24 very small amount.
25

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:.

Either of those would be
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· 1 consistent.
KR~

2

3 small.

DENNINGS:

Either of .those would be very

Actually when you look at.the amount that was

4 measured you see probably a higher amount than you would

5-estimate·from an elementa1 iodine-because of the presence-of

a· organic iodineec

So that it is a very small amou.nt.

Actually yoa would have a higher amount.than you

7

8 v,ould,. actual.ly expect.
~

If you assumed the only form is

elemental iodine yoa actually have a higher amount becaus&

10 of the

presenc~

of organic iodine.

11'

CHAIRMAN. HENDRIE: . Bob is next.

12

MR. MINOGUE:

ta
14

r

would like to make two general

comments on some of. the points that you made, Hr.

Chairman~

First, you, ought to recognize that the scope of

15· the study began with the question of iodine and we

e~tended

16 i t intentionally to· look at the other fission products.
17

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

I understand that.

18 Furthermore, it.was a 60-day wonder.
19

MR. MINOGUE:

One of the major things that came

20 out of this is that we must learn a lot more about the
21 behavior of the other fission products.

And as we develop

22 that better data base, and there is an ongoing program.to do
23 that, we can begin to feed that into the kind of analysis

24 that you are talking about.
25

The other point I

would like to comment on is in
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f

the longer term context of the degraded core cooling

2 rulemaking, it is certainly is our intention to look very
3.carefully at the whole range of accidents.

We are not just

4 going to focus on the extreme cases where the core melts but
5 the whole range of accidents that involve any kind of core

6 or clad damage or. activity release· in an effort to develop· a
7 better.· understand·ing. of the phenomenology and. a· better

8 understanding· of· the· probabilities of. releases.
I

9

r

guesathough that the point.the staff is

makin~

10, here is that nothing that came out of this study,
1t particularly with.relationship to the issue of iodine that
12. w.as raised would suggest. that we need any Band-Aids.
13 fact,. that. is the term· that Kr. Pasedag used.

In

Nobody· is_

14 sugesting that.we don't need to develop a better
15

understanding~of

some of these phenomena and develop a more

1e· rational basis for regulation.
17

acti~ity·that

In fact that is a major

we see being carried under the degraded core

18 cooling rulemaking.
19

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY:

Bob, to what extent are

20 our assumptions about aerosol behavior backed up by
21 experimenting?
22

MR~

MINOGUE:

There has been a lot of experimental

23 work done on aerosol behavior and I will have to turn to
24 these gentlemen for a specific answer.
25

MR. SILBERBERG; Commissioner Gilinsky ,. in the area
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'

1 of aerosol behavior our 1argest experience is with the dry

2 aeroso1s of the type that we have studied for the advanced
3 reactors,. particularly the LMFBR.

That is where in this

4 country and in Europe our aeroso1 methodology and physics
5 methodologr comes from.

We, have a very large, if you wi11, experimental
1· data·. base·. in terms of separate effects test and also in

8 term·s of tests: actually in. fairl:y large volumes, certainly
9 not containment size but getting· fairly larqe, a reasonable
10 scale that allows you.to· test the mode1

itself~

On aerosol behavior in.containment we- have our
12 best knowledge

i~.the

dry

environment~

We are now backing

13 this up. to· get it into a steam en.vironment.

We are doing.

14 these and the Federal Republic. of Germany is do·ing. work
15 along the same lines • . We are using one of their methodology
16 and in fact we use i t in this report.
How~

as.we move into the regime of

.th~:reactor

. 18 coolant system we have the prob1em of thermohydraulic
19 conditions that now are su~~rimposed and are. complex.

We

20 are going into a lot of other dynamics taking place, and it
~

is the methodology that I noted, what we call the Track Code

22 being developed at Battelle Columb~s which is now trying to
23 factor in th·ermohydraulic condi.tions, the specific vapor
~

pressure of the various species

25

behav~or

~s

well as the aerosol

that we have learned from our contaminant Vork.
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We believe we have got the technology to put this

1

2. together in the 12 to

time period that I noted for

18~month

3·commissioner Ahearne foe the updating of source terms.
4 are going to be bringing these into play.

We

Where indeed

5 these effects should be dominant and important I believe
6- that we may shov these in those

CO!!ISSIONER GI-LINSKY&

7

a nov?

sequences~

:Where do we stand right

In other words,.to what extent are·our current

9, assumptions backed u.p?

MR.

10

SILBERBERG~

I~

11· are· at a· much earlier stage.

the reactor coolant system we
We are just starting. to bJ:ing-

12'. to· bear th·e . aerosol methodol.ogy under those types of
13• conditions.

So on balance. they are not as far along as,

14 say,. the aerosol behavior under

contain~ent

conditions.

15 That is:vhere:we see the real serious information.
16

As Bob Minough pointed out, the work on severe

..

17 fuel damage and the work on the accident sequences will also
18 drive the

inpu~

to makinq those calculations of aerosol

19 depletion in the primary system, the.types that Jim Hendrie
20 has referred to as the fact that the aersols may not
~

further.

go

much

That part of the technology at this point is

22 veakes.t.
23

We have a program ongoing that is addressing that

24 now and very hard.

I expect that we will in that 12 to

25:18-month time frame show from the sequences that are indeed
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1 dominant that there will probably be lower releases of
2 aerosols into the containment but I can't quantify that at
3 this time.
CO!!ISSIONER AHEARNE:
5 earlier question.
6 characterized by

Let me go back to an

Roger's point I.thought, as very well
tha~backup

slide that

7 even if iodine were removed from

·a:

h~

showed, was

th~t.

the calcul.a tion. you.. would

still have a. lot of serious effects •..

a

Your earlier point didn't really depend upoa.the

10 significance of removing -iodine..

I thought the point tha.t

11· you. had made vas, and let's see if I have it straight, that
1Z because of some accident sequences w• stili have
1~at.this

stag• th~ release· of iodine as e~sentially unchanged

14. from what we previously
15

to.consid~r

HR~

had:thought~

SILBERBERG;

Y~s,

within the large

16 u~certaintie~ that we have there, yes, we would say that
17 they are unchanged.
18

COMMISSIONER

·19:1nterchanges I

skimme~

AHEABNE~

During one of those

Appendix A and I

sti~l

20 question, and i t is not here at least what I
21 for~

go back to my
was looking

Do you.have something that woul~ say ~ere is your set

22 of accident s.equences and here is are the rough
23 probabilities of those sequences and those are. the_ ones that
24 come in your category three?
25

HR. SILBERBERGi No.

We have described a range of
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t sequences.

COMMISSIONER AHEABNE:

2

3 that would enab1e
~some

m~

I am looking for something

to answer the· question which obviously

of us vi11 be asked.

5

KR •.. SILBERBERG: We can certainly prov.ide that.

6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE•

~he specific question I

7: vou·ld like to be. able to. have the· answer for when· asked is

Syou·have looked at.this and the NRC staff has done this
9· Technical Bases Study and they have reached that conclusion,
10.. what. is the probabiii ty of which sequences which· are in this
11 cateqory three?

MR. BERNERO:

12

!Ir. Ahearne,. you realize of course

13 that that is going_ to be plant specific.

For a given plant

14 you. are: going to have a. catalog of accident sequences set up
15

by some estimata

16 bl~ck-out
17

~nd

you will identify that that transient

sequence is dominant in this fashion and that is

one of those dry times.

18

CO!!ISSIONER AHEABNE:

Fine.

But you have reached

19 a general conclusion and the base of that general conclusion

20 has.to have some sort of an envelope that has enabled you.to
21 reach the conclusion that independent of pl ant specifics it

22 has still come to bear because it doesn't say that for some
23 plants.
24

This is just iri general.
CHAIRMAN HENDRIEi

We are ready for the long list

25 of questions I know you have, Peter.
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e

1

(Laughter.)

2

COMMISSIONER. BRADFORD i

I wasn't sure John.was

3 finished.
4

(Laughter.)

5

COMMISSIONER BRADFORD:

I

will save mine for the

6 affirmation.
CHAIRaAK

HENDRIE~

Do you have any· more?

COHM.ISSIONER AHEARNE':·

8

CHAIRMAN· HENDRIE:.

Vic?

10

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY :·

11

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

1~

as:you:vork forward on these

13~subjects

No.

No.

_Let me suggest something· to
enterpri~es.

yo~

Some of these

are ones which take_ us intG technical areas that

14· not alL that many of us have worked. in.

I would recommend

15 that this enterprise look· :about and see if i t wouldn't be
16 useful to you to form an informal sort of advisory and
17 review group of folks from outside the organization: who, you
18 know, have the appropriate credentials to help you pick
19· apart-what you are doing and make sure it is sound and
20 suqqest things, comment, complain and generally carry on.
21

I

know~
,

for instance, that the American Institute

22 of Chemical Engineers is trying to pull together a review
23 group in this area of fission· product chemistry source terms
24 of half-way dynamics in the chemistry that goes on in those
25 conditions and so on.

The National Academy is a possible
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1 source.

MR. MINOGUE:

2

We have estab1ished such a group

3 perhaps with a litt1e narrower scope than you are
4 describing.

s

This kind of work invo1ves a lot of

experiemental work and there are a number of faci1ities

6 available to do it.
7'

So t'he present group has put a 1.i ttl.e

more- of. the- emphasis· on designing. an effective proqram that

8 will.. make maximum use of faci1i.ties and minimize cost and·
9} use the right ki-nd .of facilities for the right kind of
10 programs.
11·
12.

Certainl.y as we have used. this report for seeking
broader input we coul.d broaden the scope of that group or.

13 look to: another group that would look for a -broader input.

14- Our· thinking is along the· same l:ine.
15

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

One pub1ishes a draft report

16 and people will comment as they will.

The guy who knows

17 more about the subject than anybody else in the whole world

18 may_have been canoeing when your report comes in and he
19 comes back and he has got other things to do and you never

20 hear from him and that is too bad.
21 whil.e, every month or two, why

Whereas if once in a

you~can

get him to stop by

22 the office and just ta1k with you about what you are doing
23·

and. vhat . you might watch out for and why are you doing that

24 and so on, why you are able to tap those sources.
25

It is useful. both from the standpoint of you
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e.

1 having better assurance that.you are makinq reasonable
2 progress in an efficient way and it is also useful from the
3 standpoint of allowinq some of the really qood people who
4 have an. interest in this area to have some ongoing

& familiarity with i t rather than waiting

~8 months producing

a.your results and then encountering their criticisms.
MR. MINOGUE"::
8 outlooking. mode.
~-run

us·

right.~nto

We are obv.iously doing this .in an.

Obviously what you are d·escribing wo.uld
the Federal Advisory Committee Act which.

10.would begin.to impose verr severe constraints.
11

Let me give another example.

12.

CHAIRMAN

HEHDlIE~

You can always engage paid,

13: unpaid or partially pa:id consultants.
14

Well,.. you can structure such a

MR •. HIHOGUE;

15 committee with a narrower

scope~

We have also had a number

16 of disc~ssions with specifics groups that work in the same
17 areas, specifically the. ID Core effort in this. same area.
18 We. have opened channels of communication in the context of
19 the planning and the expeiimental program and the
20 fact-gathering part of the activity.
21 frame of complete cooperation
22

CHAIRMAN.HENDRIE:

We are operating in a

them~

You

m~ght

try to tiack, and I

-

23 don •t know.. who they are, but yo.u might t:cy to track down the
24 AICHE group •.
25

MR. MINOGUE;

We.will run that down.
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1

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

If they are going to try.to do

2 something in this area, why it is clearly a benefit.

They

3 will end up coming to you anyway and you may find it useful
4 to- reach.-them before-they reach.you.
MR. MI.NOGUE1

We will run that down.

CHAIRMAN HEHDRIE;

Other comments?

_COMMISSIONER AHEARNE:
8'

I think Joe's suggestion is

something you ought to follow up on.
First,_ I

would~

like to say the. problem· certainly

10. was· a lot larger than I thought i t was when I asked. you to
11 look at it.
1~have

But,, as I think the

got a very good start on it.

ACRS~

has also said, you

It certainly is a very

1$ usfur product·. and has. been_ mentioned, it- was a 60.:..day
\

14- wonder..

Very good.

15

· As you go forward in it you are either going to

16 run into a situation where there are going to be significant 17 changes made and there will be a lot of people who don't
18 think there should. have been or you are going to not make
19 significant changes and there will be a lot of peop-le who
20 think,there should have

been~

21'

Therefore, Joe's suggestion is well worth

2~following

up on.

23:

Having.some outside group of people who

are going to be involved obviously· in the results and trying

24 to participate early on in providing their criticism I think
25 will.help us all in the long run.
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1

CHAIRMAN HENDRIE:

2

(Whereupon, at 3,55 p.m., the

3

Thank you very much.
meet~ng

conciuded.)

* * *

4

5
6
1" .

a:
9.

10.

11'
12,
13:

14
15
16·

17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24

25
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